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COMPLEXES  WITH THE  DISAPPEARING
CLOSED  SET PROPERTY

VYRON   M.   KLASSEN

Abstract. A topological space X is said to have the disappear-

ing closed set (DCS) property if and only if for every proper closed

subset Cthereisasequenceofhomeomorphisms{Ai},(' = l, 2, 3, • • • ,

of X onto X, and a decreasing sequence of open subsets {t/J,

i=l,2,3, •■•, of X such that (~}?=1U>=0 and A,(C)£ U¡.
Theorem . A finite simplicial n-complex is an n-manifold if and only

if it has the DCS property.

A topological space X is said to have the disappearing closed set (DCS)

property if and only if for every proper closed set C^X there is a de-

creasing family of open sets {(/,}, /=1, 2, • - • , in X such that Dt"i Ut=0,

and a sequence of homeomorphisms {h¡}fLx of X onto Xsuch that h¿(C)^

l/„ i'=l,2, •••.
This definition was motivated by an attempt to study ideas related to

invertible spaces ([1], [2]). Examples of spaces with the DCS property are

the «-sphere, open «-cell, torus and open annulus. A disconnected example

is (0, l)n{rationals}. It can be proved that any disconnected DCS space

must have infinitely many components, and that the product of two DCS

spaces will also have the DCS property [3]. It is proved here that, under

certain restrictions, the union of two spaces each of which has the DCS

property will have the DCS property. This is then used to prove that a

finite simplicial //-complex is an «-manifold if and only if it has the DCS

property.

Theorem 1. Let X be a space with two intersecting open subspaces C and

D each of which has the DCS property, such that for any proper closed subset

of C (or D, resp.), the sequences of open sets {£/,-}£, ({K¿}" x) and homeo-

morphisms {h¡}iLx i{k¡}'iLx) may be taken to have the following properties:

(a) //, ikf) may be extended to a homeomorphism of X onto X that is the

identity on X-C iX-D).

(b) There is a positive integer M (/V) such that Cn(D—l7_17)#0

(DniC— Vy)^0). iThe closure is with respect to CUD.)
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Then CKJD has the DCS property, with a sequence of homeomorphisms

{(Pi}fLi such that cpt may be extended to a homeomorphism of X onto Xthat

is the identity on J-(CuZ)).

Proof. Let A be a proper closed set in C\JD, with respect to the

relative topology. If AC\C=0 or Ar\D—0, there is nothing to prove.

Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that A r\C is a proper closed

subset of C. From the DCS property on C and the hypothesis of the

theorem, there is a sequence {U2)f=1 of open sets in C such that Ui+1£ U¡

and Dt™ i G,= 0 , and a sequence of homeomorphisms {/?,•} ¿Li of A'onto X

such that h ¡(A nC)^ Í/, and ht\X—C is the identity, for all i.

Let M be the positive integer such that Cr\(D— 0V)^ 0 . [¿?vnF>]u

iD — C)=B is a closed proper subset of D, so there is a sequence {fejili of

homeomorphisms of X onto X, the identity on X—D and a decreasing

sequence {^,},™i of open sets in D such that fe,-(ß)£ V¡, for all /', and

Let <pi=ki°hv^i, and let Wi=Uv+iKJVi. W¿ is open for all i. Now

hjI+i(A)ÇBu[ÛM+in(C-D)], so ^(^)ç^u[i/J/Tln(C-o)]}ç Wt.

(Note that <Pi\C—D=hiI+i, and <pi\D—C=k;.) Also, Wi+1Ç Wt, since
tfjf+i+iS t/j|.+i and Kf+1£ (/,, and Hili ^=0 • Finally ^-(Cu/)) is

the identity, so the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2. Let D be a closed n-cell, with interior C. Then C has the

DCS property, and the sequences of DCS homeomorphisms may be chosen

to extend to the identity on D — C.

Proof. Let A be a closed proper subset of C in the relative topology

for C. There is a point y e C—A which is contained in an open set in C—A.

Since D is a closed «-cell, it may be expressed as a closed cone neighbor-

hood of j, say [0, l)xS"_1Uj'. By radial projection on this cone, holding

y and D — C pointwise fixed, it is possible to homeomorphically move A

into [0, \¡m)xSn~l, for all m. If we then take i/,„=(0, l/«7)xS"-\ the

theorem is proved.

Corollary (to the proof of Theorem 2). If B is an open n-cell such

that CC\B^ 0 , there is a p such that Cn(B— Üp)¿¿0 .

Theorem 3. A finite, connected simplicial n-complex is an n-manifohl

if and only if it has the DCS property.

Proof. The set of points where a complex is not locally Euclidean is

closed and invariant (and a proper subset). It must be empty by the DCS

property. Thus, the complex is an «-manifold.

Now, suppose the «-complex X is an «-manifold. Let Su S2, ■ ■ ■ , S„

be the (closed) stars of the «-vertices in X. Let U¡ be the interior of 5",,
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i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Note that X=\J^X Ut. Each l/,- is an open «-cell, since A'is a

manifold.

Let A be a proper closed subset of X. There is ay such that Ar\U¡ is a

proper relatively closed subset of U}. Let U¡= Vx, and Vk= U( with i such

thaiUinVk_x*0,Vk$\Jk-1Vj.

Now by Theorem 2, the DCS homeomorphisms for Vk may be taken to

be the identity on Vk— Fj.=Bd Vk, so they may be taken to be the identity

on X— Vk. By Theorems 1 and 2, VXW2 has the DCS property.

Similar reasoning shows that UJLi P* has the DCS property, i=3, ■ ■ • ,

n, since US Vk and V¿ satisfy conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1. Thus,

the theorem is proved.
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